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PREFACE

Crop plant introductions into the arid, subtropical Southwest are
quite sharply controlled by the climate, for under field conditions the
plant immigrant must endure the unmitigated heat, frost, aridity and
insolation of its new surroundings. Most of our successful, intro-
duced crops, therefore, are from regions of similar climate, and com-
paratively few plants from humid regions endure well here.

The introduction of domestic animals is less sharply limited, for
animals, with powers of locomotion in a mountainous country, may
command varied climate, and under the protecting care of man they
may exist in comparative comfort in a region naturally unadapted
to them. Animals, also, on the whole, adapt themselves to the food
supplies and to the climatic conditions of a new country more readily
than do plants. It is known, for instance, that the naturalized cattle
and horses of Sonora, in northwestern Mexico, browsing cacti and
other succulents, go for months without drinking; and I/umholtz
mentions cows that from March to the middle of June not only lived
on cactus forage, without water, but gave milk from which butter
and cheese were made. Nevertheless, even under domestic condi-
tions, desert animals are at a strong advantage in the Southwest, for
the all-pervading factor of climate will ultimately reach and influence
any living thing. Among the useful animals thus congenial to our
environment are asses, mules, ostriches, camels (probably), goats
and desert-bred strains of horses and sheep.

This publication deals with the introduction into Arizona, and
the breeding, of Tunis sheep, originally coming from desert North
Africa. This heat-hardy stock has been crossed with improved
breeds in order to combine Tunisian constitution with better wool
and mutton producing qualities. The types aimed at have begun
to appear and seem to possess certain advantages for southern
Arizona, including tolerance of hot weather, resistance to the sheep
botfly, good ranging qualities, and excellent reproductive powers,
combined with better conformation, and larger yield of mutton.
It is expected that an improved farm animal for the region will
finally result from this work.

But the idea involved in the introduction of Tunisian sheep into
the Southwest has its human application as well, for there is little
doubt that the region is better adapted to some human types than to
others. The Mexican people, which is a hybrid between Native



tribes and South-European Spaniards, is happily adapted to this
arid, subtropical region and, physically speaking, is a successful race,

There is reason to believe, on the other hand, that the Anglo-
Saxon is not wholly adapted to southwestern conditions during the
warmer part of the year, as is attested by certain unfavorable symp-
toms common among immigrants from colder climates. Such a fact
strongly suggests the wisdom of so directing immigration through
Federal, State, Railroad and other agencies, that colonists may be
diverted to climates resembling those from which they come. Italians,
Greeks, Portuguese, Spaniards, the French, and other Mediterranean
peoples -should find in the Southwest, not only a congenial climate,
but, also, the crop plants with which they are expertly familiar,

Th^se peoples, also/ are accustomed to irrigation and to the in-
tensive ideas in agriculture that are essential to the best development
of the great Reclamation projects of the Southwest, Western exper-
ience is showing, in fact, that the human problem is apt to be a more
serious one than the financial and engineering problems which pre-
cede it in the development of a new, irrigated district; and a successful
solution of the human question, in which we are vitally concerned,
requires most thoughtful consideration.

This work with Tunisian sheep, therefore, recalls our attention,
in general, to the advantages of selecting for introduction into a new
region not only acclimatized plants and domestic animals, but, also,
a population adapted by experience, usages, physical peculiarities,
and habits of mind to the most intensive development of the region.

R. H. FORBES*
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IMPROVED TYPES OF SttEEP FOR THE 5MTHWEST

F. W, Wilson

INTRODUCTION
Sheep breeding is one of the more important agricultural indus-

tries of Arizona, and, with improved management of the open ranges
and the prospective increase of our irrigated valley pastures, prom-
ises further profitable development. Of the 52,362,000 sheep (1912)
in the United States, valued at $181,170,000, about 1,510,000 valued
at 16,493,000 are found in Arizona. Thus, an industry of such mag~-
nitude, in a country peculiarly adapted to a specialized breed, offers
a promising field for improvement This £an be effected with regard
to both wool and mutton. While Arizona ranks thirteenth among the
states in the size of her flocks, she drops to fourteenth place in wool
production. From the standpoint of mutton production, the raising
of "Early Desert" or "Phoenix" lambs also seems to afford aA
opportunity for extensive and profitable development. In the breed-
ing experiments described in this publication, we have carefully
kept in the foreground these possibilities, as well as the already recog*
xiized essential characteristics of a successful type of fange sheep.

The present era of sheep raising in the State date§ from th£
introduction, late in the seventies and early in the eighties, of bands
of Spanish and French Merino origin from California. Prior to this
time, cattle herding had been almost the only range industry, except-
ing among the Navajo Indians and the Mexican colonists who had
held flocks for many generations. In the wool of these first Cali-
fornian flocks came the seeds of alfilaria, which has been further
disseminated by the same agency until today it forms one of the
most important forages on the winter and spring ranges, materially
promoting the welfare of the agency that brought it.*

The Arizona flocks, because of the predominating Merino
blood, furnish a fine, short-staple wool, classed on the markets as
"territory wool/' The average clip for Arizona is six pounds,
but this includes the light fleeced Navajos which lower the average,
The shrinkage of Arizona wool in scouring is stated to be sixty-five
percent, but valley sheep should make a better showing since their
wool is dense and they are less exposed to blowing sands.
* Arizona $ta Bull. 62- Alfilaria as a forage Plant m Arizona, May, 1906, by J J Thomber
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The light-shearing Navajos, of which numerous flocks are found
on the Navajo Indian reservation in Arizona and New Mexico,
furnish a long, rather coarse-staple wool of great value to the native
weavers. Rambouillet rams were introduced into these flocks
some years ago with a view to increasing the wool production, but
the consequent shortening of the staple has worked much harm to
the blanket industry. In San Pedro Valley, the sheep are held
almost exclusively for wool, the mutton being utilized chiefly through
local shops, here coming into direct competition with goat mutton.

The introduction of Oxfords and Shropshires to improve the
mutton quality of our range sheep has proved of little value, clue to
the high mortality among sheep of this type both on the range and in
the warm valleys, where, especially, they succumb to the sheep botfly
(Aestrus ovis). Under the climatic conditions existing on our ranges,
rams of this type are, moreover, sluggish and ineffective in begetting
a high percentage of lambs, as compared with rams of breeds
whose origin is less remotely traceable to warm countries. The
Rambouillet, however, has shown promise of success in improving
both wool and mutton characteristics, and has been used extensively
in Arizona flocks other than those of the Navajos.

THE SHEEP RANGES OF ARIZONA

Following the seasons, the flocks of northern Arizona migrate
from their summer, mountain pasture in the north to the winter,
desert ranges farther south, of which the largest lie north of Phoenix
along the line of the Santa Fe, Phoenix and Prescott Railroad,
and to the east of Mesa. The cool, northern mountain range is
utilized from May until August, when the flocks begin to drift
slowly across the higher mesas toward the lower, desert ranges. With
the advent of warm weather in the spring, they again drift back
across the higher mesas to their summer, mountain pastures. Thus,
twice each year, the higher mesas furnish transitional pasture,
well suited to the needs of these migratory flocks. Not only does
this shifting of the range keep the flocks in similar climates at most
seasons of the year, but the pastures at the various elevations are
used when at their best. The flocks, moreover, are usually on or
near the summer ranges when ready for market. Thus the important
sheep centers in Arizona are found at Flagstaff, Ash Fork, Seligman,
Canon Diablo, Williams, Winslow, Showlow, and Prescott,

The summer, mountain pastures afford numerous bunch grasses*
such as pine grass or Arizona fescue, wheat grass, and mutton
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grass, besides grama grasses and several mountain brome grasses
locally called "wild oats." In addition to grasses, these pastures-
abound in various forage plants including wild vetches, beans,
clovers, geraniums, yarrow, and other herbs, usually regarded as
weeds, which make suitable forage for sheep. Among stockmen,
sheep are reputed to clear the forests of weeds in preference to grass,,
which is left in large part for the cattle.

The higher mesas at the time of the spring migration abound
In alfilaria and winter bunch grass, and, to a less extent, in winter
annuals such as poppies, lupines, and purple paint brush. During
the summer and fall from July to October, crowfoot or mesa grama
grass grows abundantly. At all times upon the mesas there is a
plentiful supply of several small shrubs, collectively called "ramita,"
which are browsed eagerly by sheep.

The pastures of the irrigated valleys correspond more nearly
to those of eastern farms. Here the principal forage is alfalfa,
supplemented by intercultures of barley, wheat, and oats, and,
at times, by sorghum, milo maize, and corn. Weeds may always
be utilized as forage. During the winter, valley flocks are pastured
in part on the surrounding desert range.

The lower mesas, or winter, desert ranges, supply an abundance
of characteristic winter annuals, chief of which are several species
of the well-known Indian wheat, and various representatives ^ of
the borage and mustard families. Here, also, alfilaria makes an
important forage, although less abundant than on the higher mesas.

vSonietimes, however, cold seasons check the growth of winter
annuals, and flockmasters reach the lower ranges to meet disappoint-
ment and loss. It is possible, however, that this uncertainty of
winter pasture may be offset, in part at least, by the use of silos.
Corn and sorghum may be grown with the summer rain in certain
favored localities and siloed for subsequent use. These conditions
have an important bearing on the production of early lambs.

THE EARLY LAMB INDUSTRY

On eastern markets the demand for "baby" lambs is increasing,,
Prime, young, fat lambs, during the winter and spring, especially
at Easter, usually bring ten dollars each. Many winter lambs are
now produced in the eastern states from Dorset ewes, which
are bred from the middle of March to the middle of May. In Eng-
land, this has long been the practice, attd the lambs, fed on their
mothers' milk with a little extra grain, become plump and round,
and bring exceptionally high prices in London. Their production^,
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however, requires considerable trouble and care on the part of the
shepherd. They must be kept dry and sheltered from inclement
weather, even from heavy dew, so that much of their life is spent
in barns or in specially constructed shecpfolds. Winter lambs can
and probably would be produced extensively in the warm \alleys
of southern Arizona, if a suitable type of sheep were available, and
ranchers possessed sufficient information concerning th ir production.

Later in the season there is a good demand for early summer
latnis after lambs of the previous year have become too old, and be-
fore the spring crop of mutton lambs from eastern farms and the
northern ranges has matured sufficiently to dress with profit. This
demand is being met in part by early lambs yeaned and reared on
Arizona ranges, which are now growing in favor under the name of
"Phoenix" or "Early Desert" lambs. In the production of these,
the Southwest should meet no serious competition, since the so-
called hot-house lambs of the eastern states must be carried through
the winter under cover instead of on the range, and provided with
specially grown succulent feed, such as roots and pumpkins.

For the production of early summer larnbs, the ewes must be
habituated to breed on the summer ranges in June and July. Lamb-
ing will then take place on the winter pastures, and the lambs will
be sufficiently mature for market in June, when the flocks again
reach their northern pastures, near the shipping centers. To make
a commercial success of this system, it is necessary that the ewes
breed earlier in the season than is natural for them. While most
ewes may be accustomed to off-season breeding, some breeds, such as
the Dorset and Tunis, under our conditions, seem to breed naturally
'fct any season, It must be remembered, however, that lambs for
the market should be marked with black faces whenever possible,
since such lambs are sought by both butcher and feeder. The butch-
er recognizes the black face as the brand of the mutton type, which
insures him less loss in dressing, while the feeder expects them to
make the best gains. Range lambs, recognized in general by the
black face which predominates on the northern ranges, are known
to be freer from intestinal parasites than are lambs yeaned on
eastern farms. To secure the black face, the use of some Hampshire
blood is desirable, since neither the Dorset n'or the Tunis possesses
this characteristic.



TYPES OF ADAPTED TO ARIZONA
CONDITIONS

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A PROFITABLE TYPE

In breeding a successful type of sheep for Arizona conditions,
it is necessary to improve: (l) Their breeding capacity or ability
to produce a high percentage of increase; (2) their constitution or
fitness for the peculiar conditions of a hot, semi-arid country;
(3) their herding qualities; and (4) the production of a heavy clip
of good wool. Although mutton quality is generally considered
secondary to wool production, it must not, however, be overlooked
where range lambs are to be produced for the early market.

BREEDING CAPACITY

As regards breeding, a two-fold improvement is desirable,—in-
creased fecundity and early lambing. Fecundity may be improved
by increasing the number of twins or triplets dropped by the flock
without decreasing the vigor of the lambs and, also, by shortening the
period between lambing seasons, until eventually three crops are
}reaned in two years. This requires a type of ewe whose breeding
season is not easily fixed by habit. Capacity for prolific reproduction
must be accompanied with ability to nourish the offspring. Successful
range ewes must be good milkers and good mothers. On the part
of the ram, alertness and vigor in hot weather are essential, so as
not to require an unduly large number to insure complete fertility
of the flock.

CONSTITUTION

The extreme conditions of intensely hot days followed by
chilly nights, which prevail for several months each year in semi-
arid regions, where forage also is scant and parched, and water
scarce and saline, require a type of sheep with somewhat different
constitutions than those of moist countries with abundance of cool,
succulent pasture and sweet waters. The successful type in the
Southwest must be active enough to gather forage over considerable
areas under an intense sun, for there is usually little shade, and,
at the same time, to carry a fairly dense fleece. Heat resistance
requites greater development in the steep of the irrigated valley
than in range sheep that pass the summer at higher levels. Another
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important feature is immunity to the sheep botfly. These insects
are the cause of great mortality among sheep on the lower pastures
and seem especially destructive among the sluggish heavy mutton
breeds. Immunity is gained by activity in fighting the fly itself,
and, possibly, by some anatomical difference in the bony plates
of the frontal sinuses. For the production of mutton lambs; early
maturity or rapid growth is very essential, and from the same stand-
point every improvement in conformation and in adult weight or
size is a positive gain.

HORDING QUAUTEBS

On the range, only those breeds of sheep can be employed with
profit that thrive in large bands. A tendency to break up into small
bands and wander off independently not only increases the labors
of the shepherds, but results in losses from predatory animals.
Even in bands having the best herding qualities, a certain number
of bell sheep and black sheep, known as markers, must be kept.
These are counted daily, and as one or more are almost certain to
be included in any smaller band that might become separated, losses
are easily detected and stragglers rounded up.

Good herding qualities become still more important for flocks
of ewes at lambing time, when the great bands are "cut up" into
smaller ones, than for flocks of wethers on the range. It is customary
to lamb near shearing camps, and thus the flocks of several masters
are brought closely together. The breeding bands of ewes, which
generally number from 1500 to 2000, drift about very slowly during
lambing season, and at night are either carefully herded or confined
in brush pens. Each day a small band of new mothers and their
lambs, that have been dropped during the night, are left in isolated
bands, and visited several times a day by a herdsman who sees that
all the young are being mothered. By the end of the lambing season,
iwhich is regulated more or less sharply by the length of time the
rams are left in the flock, a considerable number of these small bands
of ewes and their lambs, belonging to different masters, are scattered
over the country about the shearing camps. After a few days, several
of the small bands belonging to the same master can be consolidated,
but two months or more will elapse before the entire flock is reunited.
Unless good herding qualities are one of the characteristics of the
breed, serious intermingling of the different flocks is inevitable.

On the fenced farms of the valleys, the herding feature is of
less importance, since, under the conditions prevailing there, sheep
must be held in comparatively small flocks.
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WOOL PRODUCTION

Improvement in wool production should be directed especially
toward increasing the average clip. This may be accomplished
best by putting more wool on the backs, sides and shoulders; al-
though bare bellied sheep are very common in the flocks of the State.
This probably comes from the old native stock of the Navajo type
and the bareness becomes more pronounced as the individual ages.
In increasing the quantity of wool, there is no great object in covering
the face and legs, as this results only in detriment to the range type.
Deeply creased and folded skin is also to be avoided, because it
increases the difficulties of shearing and often results in causing seri-
ous injury to the animals. Scar tissues remain bare. The best re-
sults are obtained in breeding toward the smooth or Type C Ram-
bouillet, and some of the best flocks of the State have been graded
tip by the use of Rambouillet rams.

The quality of the wool perhaps offers less opportunity for im-
provement than the quantity. Weak spots in the fiber are due largely
to periods of adverse conditions on the range, and are not amenable
to breeding, unless it be by improving constitution and general
hardihood. The high percentage of loss in scouring, as well as the
presence of burs, may be overcome, possibly, in part, by increasing
the density and yolkiness of the fleece. The somewhat longer and
coarser wool of the half and quarter-blood Tunis crosses, has been
accepted favorably in eastern markets and has brought a good price.

THE IDEAL TYPES OF SHEEP FOR VALLEY AND RANGE

In attempting the improvement of any breed of animals, it
is necessary to have clearly in mind some definite type or goal
which it is hoped to attain. Under the peculiar conditions prevail-
ing in the Southwest, the type most perfectly adapted to the needs
of the irrigated valleys requires certain modifications to meet the
requirements of the open range.

SHEEP FOR TH$ VALLEYS

The ideal type for the irrigated valleys should have five
essential characteristics: (1) The ability to give a profitable clip
of wool; (2) to produce good mutton lambs; (3) to breed with
regularity at any season of the year; (4) to withstand the extreme
heat of summer; and (5) to be active and alert, so as to adjust
themselves better to adverse conditions of climate and health.
In cooler and more humid countries the modern improved mutton
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breeds leave little to be desired, but the native sheep of the South-
west possess better constitutions and adapt themselves more readily
to adverse conditions than do the Oxfords, Shropshires, Dorsets,
or Hampshir.es, that have been under observation at the Station
Farm. The native sheep of Arizona, however, have been bred for
wool production, and do not possess mutton conformation. They
are small and do not dress out an entirely satisfactory carcass,
Although the mutton breeds under observation have produced
carcasses entirely satisfactory to the butchers, our losses from death
from various causes, and by their failure to breed, have been so great
that .we have been forced to discard them almost entirely.

Since the annual production of wool is expected to nearly pay
the expense of keeping the flocks, leaving the lambs as profit, the
ideal animal must be a heavy producer of both wool and mutton.
As is well known, the highly mutton producing character is not usually
correlated with the highly wool producing character, but both may
be fairly well developed in the same type. Even in the case of
ewes for the production of Early Desert lambs, the wool producing
character should predominate. The ideal type should thus conform
more to the medium-wool, mutton breeds than to the long-wool*
mutton breeds.

The ideal type of valley sheep should exhibit the following
characteristics: The body should be well covered with a dense
fleece, medium in fineness and length; face and legs should be bare*
so as not to suffer from the awns of foxtail in the eyes, or burs on
the legs; the belly should be well covered, and retain its wool perma-
nently. The annual clip should be not less than ten pounds.

The head should be short, well carried, and broad between the
eyes; muzzle wide and prominent; face and legs black or dark in
fcolor; ears fairly long and pendant; horns absent, although scurs
are not objectionable. The breast should be broad, deep and
prominent; shoulders well set, smooth and prominent; body well
filled and of good girth behind the shoulders; ribs well arched; loijas
well covered and of good width; across the hips level, carried well
forward and smooth; hindquarters long and straight with a good
leg of mutton carried well down.

The body should be of great depth and the bone fine; the general
form, as is found in the ideal types of all beef and mutton breeds,
should be rectangular or square with legs well set; hock& should be
gently sloping; pasterns and feet neat; and hindquarters larget than
forequarters. The animal should be symmetrical throughout, giving
a pleasing appearance.
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A vigorous constitution should be shown by a large heart
girth, and by depth and width of the forequarters as well as by
carriage and activity.

Since the sheep botfly abounds in the warm irrigated valleys,
the ideal type should be quick and alert in keeping them at a distance
by stamping in the dust. They should, however, be neither so
wild nor so timid as to interfere with putting on flesh.

The ideal ewe for valley conditions should be ready to breed
as soon as the lambs are weaned late in the spring, so that yeaning
will take place in the fall or early in the winter. The lambs should
mature early so as to be ready for the early market.

SHEEP FOR THE RANGE

The ideal type of sheep for the range should possess four essen-
tial characteristics: (1) The ability to give a profitable clip of
wool; (2) to produce good mutton lambs; (3) to herd together well
in large numbers; and (4) to possess a good constitution The wool-
producing character should predominate to even a greater extent
than with the valley type. They should clip from twelve to four-
teen pounds annually. Although mutton is a secondary consider-
ation, they should be large a^id mature fairly early, so as to produce
early lambs and a good dressed carcass. Since, on the range, herding1

in large bands and frequent migration from one range to another
are necessary, herding qualities are essential in the ideal type,
They should also possess a constitution suiting them to the hardships
of the range, especially intense heat and continued drouth.

The description of the ideal type of range sheep would be as
follows: The head should be medium in size and short, eyes large
and clear, ears medium in size and covered with hair. The face
should be covered with short, fine hair, nostrils wide, and muzzle
smooth and white. The neck should be short, thick and well
rounded into the shoulders, shoulders smooth and wide at the top*
The top and bottom lines should be parallel, depth over heart marked;
loins thick and wide; pelvic arch smooth and not elevated.

The forequarters and hindquarters should be uniform in size
and smoothness; chest wide and deep; ribs well sprung, flanks full
and carried down well; hips large and wide, rounded rather than
sloping. The legs should be well placed, smooth and wide apattr

and toedium in length.
The fleece should be long, dense, elastic and strong. Whe&

opened it should show a bright, oily lustre. The wool should coheir
body entirely, excepting the face and lower part of the legs.



THE FOUNDATION

In attempting the production of a breed of sheep better adapted
to our climatic and market conditions than the native flocks of the
Southwest, it has been found advantageous to retain this stock as
the foundation, since, by generations of natural selection, it has come
to possess in a more or less marked degree many characteristics
which adapt it to the country. Further improvement has been
effected by the introduction of other breeds possessing dominant,
desirable characters in which the native stock is deficient. With
this in view, our various types of native sheep have been crossed
with Tunis, Rarnbouillet, Oxford, Shropshire, and Hampshire, and
the adaptability of the resulting hybrids to our requirements are
being compared. Before taking up a detailed study of the results
of these crosses, it will be well to consider the history ancl physi-
cal characteristics of the breeds used.

NATIVE ARIZONA TYPES

The native sheep of Arizona, although predominantly ol Merino
extraction, comprise many types, four of which have been employed
In our experiments and crossed with Tunis rams. For convenience
they will be referred to in this bulletin as the Campbell and Francis,
the Farr and Edie, the Salt River Valley and the Navajo types.

CAMPBEXL AND FRANCIS TYPE)

The Campbell and Francis type was brought into Arizona
Irorn Utah. For the most part, Delaine characteristics predomi-
nate among them, but a few show Rarnbouillet blood, even as marked
as the moderately deeply wrinkled Type B, They are an excellent
type of range animal for wool production, being hardy and active,
herding well and withstanding the extremely trying conditions
of hot, irrigated valleys. The ewes are heavy shearers and the
wool has a fairly fine, long staple, which is quite yolky. Those at
the Station Farm gave 13,8 pounds for a 13 months' clip. Many
of this flock sheared 15 pounds and several individuals reached
18 pounds. This type is small boned and the legs and face are nearly
bare, a characteristic very advantageous to range sheep. Ewes
of this type are of fair size, weighing 100 to 110 pounds. They are
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good milkers and make good mothers, but many have teats too large
for very young lambs. The lambs do not mature as early as those
of some other Arizona types. The breeding flock of 47 ewes used
in this experiment was selected on the winter, desert range near
Beardsley and driven to the Station Farm in 1908. As this type
was introduced into our breeding operations somewhat later thatt
the Farr and Edie type, the resulting half-blood Tunis ewes are
now being bred for the first time.

FARR AND EDIE TYPE

The Farr and Edie type is common in New Mexico whence it
has been introduced into Arizona, The ewes are small boned^
with long, bare legs, and bare bellies and faces. The wool is Iong9

coarse staple. Those at the Station Farm gave an average 13
months' clip of 8.6 pounds. They have a vigorous constitution
and make good mothers. Taken all in all, with their long legs,
sloping loins, and bare bellies, they closely resemble the Navajo,
and form an off-type as regards either wool or mutton. A flock
of fifty ewes of this type was selected at the winter, desert range
near Beardsley and driven to the Station Farm in 1906. They
are the darns of most of the Tunis-Native half-bloods that have
been reserved for further breeding.

SAW RIVER VA1XEY TYPE

The type we have designated as Salt River Valley is composed
of sheep of range origin but dropped and reared on the irrigated
pastures of the valley. As a consequence of good feeding from
birth, the ewes of this type are big boned and large bodied, weighing
from 110 to 140 pounds. The wool is fine and those at the
Station Farm gave an average 13 months' clip of 11 pounds. They
stand the extremes of climate well and are fairly active, but less so
than those of the Farr and Edie type. This type, which is repre-
sented in our flock by ewes selected from local butchers' pens,
has been used only to a limited extent in our breeding experiments.

NAVAJO TYPE

The oldest type of sheep in the State is that kept by the Navajo
Indians, chiefly as a source of wool for their blanket industry.
Originally obtained from the Spanish settlers to the south, these
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The light-shearing Navajos, of which numerous flocks are found
on the Navajo Indian reservation in Arizona and New Mexico,.
furnish a long, rather coarse-staple wool of great value to the native
weavers. Rambouillet rams were introduced into these flocks
some years ago with a view to increasing the wool production, but
the consequent shortening of the staple has worked much harm to
the blanket industry. In San Pedro Valley, the sheep are held
almost exclusively for wool, the mutton being utilized chiefly through
local shops, here coming into direct competition with goat mutton.

The introduction of Oxfords and Shropshires to improve the
mutton quality of our range sheep has proved of little value, due to
the high mortality among sheep of this type both on the range and in
the warm valleys, where, especially, they succumb to the sheep botfly
(Aestrus owls)* Under the climatic conditions existing on our ranges,
rams of this type are, moreover, sluggish and ineffective in begetting
a high percentage of lambs, as compared with rams of breeds
whose origin is less remotely traceable to warm countries. The
Rambouillet, however, has shown promise of success in improving
both wool and mutton characteristics, and has been used extensively
in Arizona flocks other than those of the Navajos.

THE SHEEP RANGES OF ARIZONA

Following the seasons, the flocks of northern Arizona migrate
from their summer, mountain pasture in the north to the winter,,
desert ranges farther south, of which the largest lie north of Phoenix
along the line of the Santa Fe, Phoenix and Prescott Railroad,
and to the east of Mesa* The cool, northern mountain range is
utilized from May until August, when the flocks begin to drift
slowly across the higher mesas toward the lower, desert ranges. With
the advent of warm weather in the spring, they again drift back
across the higher mesas to their summer, mountain pastures. Thus,
twice each year, the higher mesas furnish transitional pasture,
well suited to the needs of these migratory flocks. Not only does
this shifting of the range keep the flocks in similar climates at most
seasons of the year, but the pastures at the various elevations are
used when at their best. The flocks, moreover, are usually on or
near the summer ranges when ready for market. Thus the important
sheep centers in Arizona are found at Flagstaff, Ash Pork, Seligman,
Canon Diablo, Williams, Winslow, Showlow, and Prescott*

The summer, mountain pastures afford numerous bunch grasses,
such as pine grass or Arizona fescue, wheat grass, and mutton
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ranis have proven sluggish and lazy at breeding season, which,
for the production of early lambs, should fall in the hot months
of May, June, and July.

OXFORD DOWN

The size and heavy bone of the Oxford make its use desirable
in improving the mutton quality of range sheep. The wool is a
little longer and coarser than that of the Shropshire, and does not
tend to cover the face and legs. They are fairly prolific, but their
lambs do not mature as early as those of the Shropshire. Their
herding qualities are poor under our conditions. The rams are
alert in the cooler fall breeding season, but dtiring the heat of late
spring and summer they are lazy and ineffective, and the mortality
among them has been very high.

HAMPSHIRE DOWN

Unfortunately few Hampshires have ever been brought to
Arizona, but they have shown themselves better adapted to the
country than either Oxfords or Shropshires. They nearly equal
the Oxfords in size, but produce a relatively light, open fleece. In
its native country, the Hampshire has been a favorite for the pro-
duction of mutton lambs and wethers, and in America its crosses
with the Merino have given a desirable type of early, black-faced
lambs,

RAMBOUIU.ET

The Rambouillet has been developed in France from the Spanish
Merino by over a century of careful selection and breeding. As
a breed they are large and fairly smooth bodied, with many good
mutton characteristics. As with other Merinos, the skin shows
various degrees of folding, and individuals may even approach
the A type. They yield a medium heavy clip of short, fine, dense
WOot In keeping with their Merino origin they have proven hardy
on the range end herd well. Much improvement has been effected
In some Arizona flocks by their use.

AMERICAN TUNIS

The history of Tunis $hee£> in America dates from 1799 wtifcti
General William Eato^ U. & Consul at TSisfo bought ten head
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of the fat-tailed sheep of that country from the Bey of Tunis and sent
them to America on the man-of-war Sophia. Only one pair, Cara-
melli and Salena, survived the voyage. They were placed on the
farm of Judge Richard Peters of Belmont, near Philadelphia, and
lived to a ripe old age, when both were killed by dogs. Salena
raised her last lamb in her sixteenth year.

Judge Peters offered the free use of his rams to breeders, and
was so well patronized, that, in a short time, flocks had found their
way to Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia. During the Civil War
the breed was exterminated with the exception of the sheep held by
Col. Maynard R. Spigler of Columbia, South Carolina, The present
Tunis blood in America has been preserved through this flock of
Colonel Spigler, who bred them for over fifty years. Several other
importations of Tunis sheep have been made; namely, in 1806,
by Commodore Barren of the U. S. Navy, to Virginia and the Dis-
trict of Columbia; later, a rani and a ewe by President Jefferson;
and, in 1825, thirteen head to New York, one pair of which was
sent to General Rensselaer of Albany.

In 1894, J. A. Guilliams, through correspondence with Colonel
Washington Watts of Laurens, South Carolina, learned of the flock
of pure blood Tunis sheep on the plantation of Colonel Spigler.
He bought ten head and shipped them to Putnam County, Indiana.
They were exhibited at the fair at Crawfordsville, Indiana, where
they attracted much attention. Their quaint conformation and
lack of wool, however, gave them an unfavorable introduction,
Nevertheless, Charles Roundtree near Crawfordsville, Indiana,
who is now the largest breeder of Tunis sheep in America, purchased
additional animals from the Spigler flock, and with several other
farmers became interested in the breed. He conceived the plan
of improving the breed by introducing outside blood, and for this
purpose selected two Southdown ewes. The Roundtree type
contains one-sixteenth Southdown blood, and is a marked improve-
ment over the original Tunis breed. The stud ram, Ben Hur
(A. T. S. B. A. 1341), of Mr. Roundtree's flock, is remarkable in
many ways, especially in the great improvement which has been
accomplished in so short a time by skillful breeding,

The following scale of points ias been adopted by the American
Tunis Sheep Breeders' Association.*

*A. T. S. B. A. Foundation Flock Book, Vol. I., p. 13. ~ """"" ~"~" ~"""~~~~*w~%~
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First. Blood: Imported from Tunis or a perfect
line of ancestors tracing back to the flock owned by Judge
Richard Peters of Pennsylvania 20 points

Second. Constitution: Healthful countenance, lively
look, head erect; deep chest, ribs well arched; round
body with good length; strong, straight back; muscles
fine and firm 15 points

Third. Fleece: Medium length, medium quality,
medium quantity; color white sometimes tinctured with
gray; evenness throughout 10 points

Fourth. Covering: Body and neck well covered
with wool; legs bare or slightly covered; face free of wool
and covered with fine hair 10 points

Fifth. Form: Body straight, broad and well
proportioned; small bones; breast wide and prominent
in front; tail should be docked short 12 points

Sixth. Head: Small and hornless, or nearly so,
tapering to end of nose; face and nose clean; In color,
brown and white; ears broad, pendulous and covered
with fine hair, in color brown to white 10 points

Seventh. Neck: Medium in length, well placed on
shoulders, small and tapering 5 points

Eighth, Legs: Short; color brown and white (wool
below the knee not objectionable) . 6 points

Ninth. Size: In fair condition, when fully mature,
rams should weigh 150 pounds and upward; ewes 120
pounds and upward 6 points

Tenth. General appearance: Good carriage, head
well up; quick, elastic movements; showing symmetry
of form and uniformity of character throughout 6 points

" Total. . . ^ 100 points

COMPARISON OF THE FOUNDATION BREEDS

With the Tunis as a basis of comparison, the general char-
acteristics under our conditions of the other breeds used in these
experiments are summarized in the following table:

AMERICAN TUNIS
Desirable Characters Undesirable Characters

1. Hardy
2. Breed at any season
3. Hejrd well ,
4. Early maturing
5. Active ,
6. . . . » , Small size
7. Long wool,.., - - •
§, .. f . . . . . . t Coarse staple wool. . , , . .*
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NATIVE (CAMPBELL AND FRANCIS TYPE)
Desirable Characters Undesirable Characters

1. Hardy ................................. • ................. • - - • .
•2 .............................. Do not breed at any season . . . . . . . .
3. Herd well ....................................................
4. .............................. Not eatly maturing .............. »
5. Active ...................... ...................... . . . . .

8. Fine staple wool .............. ........ . .............. -
SHROPSHIRE

1 ............................... Not hardy ............. . .
2 .............................. Do not breed at any season
3 .............................. Do not herd well , ,
4 ............................... Not early maturing .........
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Not active . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0. Large size ...................... .................... . . . . ,
7. Medium wool .................. ................ •
8. Medium fine staple wool ........ ....................... ..

OXFORD DOWN
1 ............................... Not hardy
2 ................... . . . ......... Do not breed at any season
3 ........ . ..................... Do not herd well ........ .
4 .................. . ............ Not early maturing
5 ............................... Not active
11 Very large size ................. ............... , ..... , . . .
7. Medium wool .................. .........................
8. Medium fine to coarse staple wool ............. . . . . . . . . .

HAMPSHIRE DOWN
1. Hardy ....................... .
2 .......................... . . . . . Do not breed at any season.
3 ............................... Do not herd well ....... .
4 .............. . ................ Not early maturing ..... , , .
5. Fairly active ................... ........ . ...... , , . . . . . , . .
6. Large size ......... . ........... ............. .
7. Medium wool .................. ................. .
S, Medium fine staple wool ........ ... ................ .

RAMBOUIUJ3T
1. Hardy .............. ... ............................. .
2 ........... , .............. . . . . . Do not breed at any season.
3. Herd well ..................... . ." ........ ,
4 ................... . . . . ........ Not early maturing. . . . .
5. Active ................... . . . . . ..... .......... , , ..... ,
6. Large size . . . . ................. .............. . ..... . . . . ,
7 ................ . .............. Short wool . , , , . . . , , . . , , , . .
8 . Fine staple wool. . . . . ..... . ..... ..... ......... . ..........



THE SHEEP OF TUNIS AND ALGERIA*

By A. E. Vinson

The sheep of the Barbary States, from which our present Am-
erican Tunis breed originated, are divided into two distinct races,—
the Barbarian or fat-tailed sheep, and the Berberf or small-tailed
sheep. Frequent references to fat-tailed sheep are found,in various
accounts of travels in the Levant and the region about the Sahara
Desert. They appear to have come into Tunis from the East, and
are now found in their purest state, or at least with the heaviest
tails, in the eastern coastal region. Toward the Algerian frontier,
the tails become much smaller, due to crossing with the original
native Berber stock, which becomes quite pure in central Algeria
and continues so into Morocco. Even in Constantirie the fat-tailed
Tunis is seldom seen in its pure state, practically all the sheep in
that department being crosses of the Tunis with the Berber.

The true fat-tailed or Barbarian sheep of Tunis have few char-
acteristics that make them- desirable. Their conformation is the
poorest possible, and the leg of mutton is atrophied by the immense
tails, which in that country are never docked. They dress out
from forty to forty-five pounds and often more. Much of the loss
is due to the tails alone, which after being skinned contain four or
five pounds of fat. These are removed before the meat is offered
for sale, which gives the carcasses a peculiar appearance, noticeable
In the butcher shops throughout Tunis. The fat tails of the lambs,
iowever, are considered a delicacy when eaten hot, and are highly
prized by the Mohammedan and Jewish natives as a substitute
for pork, the use of which is prohibited by their religions. They
resemble any tender, fatty, connective tissue.

The heavy tails of the pure Tunis, sheep impede their ranging
possibilities greatly, fifteen or sixteen miles a day being as much
as they can travel; whereas, the Chellalas, a type of the Berber
breed, travel easily twenty-five miles a day. They have good con-
stitutions, although less vigorous than the Berbers, and drop two
crops of lambs yearly, in the spring and fall. Attempts are being
made by the Tunisian Government and by individuals to improve

*This description of the native sheep of Tunis and Algeria resulted from personal observations
made by the writer during recent travels in that region; from information furnished by M. Roger
M&r^s, I/e Profe$seur d^partentental d'Agrlculture, of Algiers; and from several publications
Jfoy the Tunisian and Algerian governments, also supplied by M- Roger MareJs, The mo,st
comprehensive treatment of these breeds is found in a large, illustrated, but not easily accessible
volume published in 1893 by order of A£, Jules Cainbon, Gotiverneur C^airal de l'A&6rje and
•entitled 3U: l*ays du Mouton, E>es Conditions d'^xistence des Troupeaux sur les Mauts-tPlateatoc
et dans le Sud de I'Algferie. Other smaller publications in pamphlet form which 4eal with
• ' j ; management and similar economic questions are: 1'Blevage du Mouton en Tunisie, Tunis,

by A. H- Rouvierj and 3> 3VCouton du Sahara Constantino^ Algiers, 1905, Jay A. Boqmet.
tThe Berber breeds are often referred to in French publications as the Barbarians wltn
tails (tor mdvttons
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these sheep by crossing them with Algerian rams, or to supplant
them by certain types of Merinos.* But Merinos have not proven
more valuable than Chellalas, since under similar conditions they
become smaller. Their crosses, however, are excellent.

Experiments in crossing the fat-tailed sheep on their native
pastures with improved mutton breeds have proven unsuccessful.

The Berbers, which are, possibly, the aboriginal sheep of the
country, are represented by the Chellalas, the Tiarits, and se\eia!
entirely degenerated breeds held by the inhabitants of the schistose
mountains of the littoral, and which dress not more than twenty-five
or thirty pounds The Berbers range chiefly over the high plateau
of Algeria as far as Laghouat on the northern border of the vSahara,

The Chellalas are rather long-legged, well-rounded, and, like
all native sheep of Tunis and Algeria, are deficient in leg of mutton.
They dress about fifty-five pounds, and the flesh is of excellent
quality They are highly prized on the markets of Marseilles,
where they enter into competition with Russian mutton After
a period of rest and fattening on French pasture, they are said to
equal even the mutton of the Alps In moist climates they are more
subject to cachexia than either the fat-tailed or the Merino.

The Tiarets, which range in western Algeria and the high plateau
of Morocco, are the most hardy sheep of northern Africa, but are
somewhat inferior to the Chellalas in size Their wool is finer than
that of the Chellalas, more serrated and often wavy like that of the
Merino. On their native pastures they are subjected to tempera-
tures ranging from 5 to 125 or 130 degrees P.

Only a type possessed of the most robust constitution could
withstand the hardships endured by these breeds of Tunis and
Algeria. After the first few days of their lives they know no shelter
from any weather. The young lambs are usually taken from
their mothers when born, then, for a few nights, are kept under the
tents of their nomad shepherds, and carried by day on the backs
of camels The ewes are milked twice daily, and such portion of
the milk is given the lamb as is absolutely necessary for its subsist-
ence. When the ewe's milk begins to fail, the lamb is forced to
find its entire nourishment with the flock* That the injurious effect
of this system may be minimized, certain government publications
advise the native flockmasters to forbid entirely the sale of any
dairy products by the shepherds.

When drouth prevails during the spring, there is not the usual
reserve of dry grass on the summer pastures, and the perennial

"^specially Merinos de la Crau, a flock of which is held by M- TfctteUe at Bw
nfear the city of Tunis 4
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herbs and shrubs do not form tender shoots as usual. In these
seasons, the sheep remain poor and in a weakened condition until
the winter rains come again. Sometimes the losses due to famine
and disease amount to thirty, forty or even fifty percent of the
flocks. Most of the losses are due directly to a contagious disease,
called clavelie, which is especially destructive among poorly nour-
ished animals, but almost disappears in years of plenty, the native
sheep being quite immune to it when in normal condition But
these sheep do not thrive when confined in sheepfolds, and all at-
tempts to protect them in that way have proven unsuccessful.
The pure air of their barren ranges seems essential to their well-
being. In winter, during heavy snowfalls, the Arabs save their
flocks by keeping them moving in great circles about the camps.
Thus, for centuries these breeds of northern Africa have undergone
an unconscious, but rigid and effective, selection as regards hardi-
hood, not wholly unlike our own Navajos Moreover, among
fat-tailed sheep, breeding without the direct intervention of the
shepherd is impossible, and lambs are never seen in flocks left to
themselves A race of domestic animals, thus absolutely under
the control of man for perhaps thousands of generations, with
intelligent management, might have been brought to a high degree
of excellency. While they have never been made the object of
selective breeding, individuals that weigh upwards of 130 pounds
at two years? may be found among the Kabyles. They mature
early and yean two crops of lambs yearly.

While North African sheep bear a fair reputation on the market
at Marseilles, they have not received the credit due them, because
of the poor condition in which they are usually delivered. At that
port, the sheep yeaned and fed on the rich pastures of southern France
are classed as prime mutton; the ''reserves" as second class; the
Merinos as third; and the "Africans" as fourth. The "reservesf>

are in reality the "Africans" that have been rested after their long
voyage by land and sea, and fattened on French pastures. The
most esteemed of the African sheep on the French markets are the
Chellalas from the western part of the department of Algiers. Several
butchers at Marseilles in speaking of these sheep, were enthusiastic
in their praise. The pure bred, fat-tailed Tunis sheep, known to
the butchers as the "tails" (des queues), bring $1.50 to $2.00 a
hundred less than the Chellalas. The Tunis-Berber crosses, coming
mostly from eastern Algeria through the port of Philippeville, are
known as the "half tails*' (des demis queues) from their smaller
tails, and bring only about $1.00 a hundred less than the Chellalas.



BREEDING TECHNIQUE

PLAN OF BREEDING

The general plan of breeding for the range and for the valley,
which was adopted at the beginning of these experiments, is indicated
in the following outline in which T=Tunis, N=Native, S=Shrop~
shire, 0=Oxford, and RHRambouillet. In the case of the valley type,
we proceed only to the third cross. A line between two letters (-jf)
Indicates a cross (Tunis on Native) between the two breeds repre-
sented, and letters written one after the other (~f- -y-)indicate a hybrid
of the percentage shown by the letters, containing the amount of
blood of each breed indicated by the figures written underneath,
which are here taken as denominators of fractions, the numerators
of which are in each case one.*

Parents Offspring
T T N

1s t cross.. . . . . -N 2 ^

S S T N
2nd cross T N_ — 2 4 4

2 2

-P___ 0 vS T N
3rd cross JL JL 5L """" 2 4 S &

R R O vS T N

Further experience points to the advisability of using more
TujJs blood than is called for in this program. It is also believed
now that better results will be obtained by substituting Hampshire
for Oxford rams on account of their greater vitality.

SYSTEM OF RECORDS

LOOSE LEAF

In carrying out systematic experiments in sheep breeding, an
accurate individual history accompanied, as far as possible, by photo-
graphs of every animal produced, becomes more and more essential
as the number of individuals increases. A system of records for this

*The system of nomenclature used in this outline was suggested by O F Freeman Plant
Breeder of this Station
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purpose has been developed during the progress of our work, and
has proven very satisfactory. The permanent record for each indi-
vidual isjcept on a special loose ledger sheet lOj^ x 13*'1 j inches,
to which the shepherds' notes relating to breeding, shearing, live
weight, markings, and similar data, and the laboratory results of
wool tests are transferred. The accompanying reduced facsimile
recordfor ewe Sunrise, A.T.S. B.A.887, Station number 57-1, gives
an accurate idea of the individual record system. During the life of
the animal, or until disposed of by sale or otherwise, this record is
kept in the loose leaf ledger; but when the animal passes out of the
farm flock, its record is transferred to the loss book. Photographs,
taken at maturity and, whenever possible, in full fleece, showing
side and face views, are mounted on photomount pages opposite
the loose leaf record sheet for the corresponding animal.

In addition to the loose leaf permanent record, various card
index records are kept for greater convenience of reference.

The service card for ewes shows the date of service-, the ram
used, and the probable date of lambing.

The wool card shows the stretch, strain and length of staple^
and the date sample was taken; the weight and date of clip; and the
diameter of fiber.

The weighing card shows the weight at birth, at six months
and at one year, and in case of ewes similar data for her lambs.

For further convenience in keeping the weight record a "tickler"
is used which shows the dates when weights are to be taken and gives
such data as will serve to identify the animal readily.

Identification markers. The individuals of the flock are desig-
nated by numbers from 1 to 400 stamped on brass tags which are
attached to leather neck straps. Since the tags are used again
after an animal leaves the flock, each individual is given a second
number, on the permanent record only, corresponding with the
number of times the tag has been used; thus, 214, 21-2, etc. Be-
sides the brass tag s, small ear labels bearing corresponding numbers
are used to aid in identification. Ear labels, however, are not to
be recommended for general use, since wounds caused by their
catching on various objects, furnish lodgments for screw worms,
which, if not detected and properly treated, may even cause the
loss of the entire ear.

WOOL TESTING

In determining the effect of various crosses on the quality
of the wool produced, it was found desirable to have data on the
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length, diameter, strength and elasticity of the staple. Numerous
measurements of these properties, however, have shown them of
relatively little value in comparing individuals of the same type, but
the different types, such as the Campbell and Francis, and the Fart
and Edie, show distinct varia-
tions. All our measurements
have been made with a special
wool testing machine devised
and constructed by Professor
W. W. Henley of the Depart-
ment of Mechanic Arts, Uni-
versity of Arizona, whose de-
scription follows:

A small coiled steel spring,
S, is suspended by a cord, C,
from a tightening or winding
device, W, at the top of the
machine. Attached to the low-
er end of the spring is a rod, R,
carrying at its upper end a disk,
D, serving as a pointer, and at
the lower end a clamp, V, for
taking one end of the wool fiber
to be tested. The other end of
the fiber is held by a clamp, M,
attached to the base. The scale
of load, k, is marked in grams
on a light frame, F, which sur-
rounds the spring and is secured
to it at the top. The scale of
•elongation, in millimeters, E, is
attached to the column of the
machine in such a way that it
has a vertical adjustment, or
can be swung around out of the
way when desired* When in
position for reading^ the edge
of the scale almost touches the disk and is parallel to its line of
travel. The winding or tightening device is simply a screw with a
small crank on one end and operated by hand in the manner of a
small windlass, the cord following the thread as the screw travels

J?ig. 2—Machine for determining strength and
stretch, of wool fibers.
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through the tapped housings, this arrangement giving no lateral
motion to the cord.

In operating, the fiber is placed in the clamps with the disk,
D, at zero on both scales, as shown in the figure. As the screw,
W, is turned, winding up the cord, C, the load on the fiber is indi-
cated on the scale, L, by the disk, while the elongation is shown
on the scale, E- In case the fiber breaks with only one reading being
noted, the other may be taken by pulling down the clamp by hand
till the disk is opposite the known reading and then observing the
other scale. In the meantime, of course, the frame, F, must not
be moved. The greatest trouble experienced in operation has been
with the clamps, which, if too stiff, would crush the fiber, and if
too weak would allow it to slip. It has also been found that the re-
coil, when the piece broke, caused the moving parts to oscillate
too violently, and so a small coiled spring was placed on the lower
end of the rod, R, to lessen the shock.

PERIOD OF GESTATION

In carrying out the general plan of breeding at the Station
Farm, the rams are never turned into the flock until practically
all of the ewes have been bred. During the breeding season, a
bibbed teaser is turned with the band early in the morning, and
the ewes tried out for that day. Those found in season are removed
to smaller pens and mated with the desired ram. In this way ac-
curate records of the period of gestation have been obtained. The
results are shown in the following tables:
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TABLE I.—PERIOD OF GESTATION FOR NATIVE EWES BREP TO SHROP-
SHIRE RAM, EDWARDS 880 (A. S. R. A. 229053)

Station
number
of dam

153-1

154-1
255-1
256-2

257-1

259-1
263-1
264-1

265-1
270-1
271-1

272-1

Penodof
gestation

days

149

147
151
154

148

150
150
147
150
149
149
148

151

Station
number of

progeny

235-2
241-2
301-1
219-2
331-1
332-1
74-2
76-3

217-2
206-2
144-2
202-3
236-2
210-2
339-1
340-1
120-2
125-2

Twins
or

single

T

S
S

T

T

S
S

T

S
S

TJL

TJL

Sex

R
E
E
E
E
E
R
R
E '
R
E
E
E !

R
E
E
R
E

Station
number
of dam

274-1

277-1
280-1

282-1
283-1

284-1
287-1
288-1

291-1

293-1
Ave

Period of
gestation

days

146

148
150
152

148
159

14S
151
149

150

147
149 G

Station
number of
progeny

153-2
292-2
208-2
303-1
230-2
227-2
304-1
14b-2
147-2
104-2
215-2
206-3
208-3
210-3
215-2
139-3

Twins
or

single

TJL

S
S

TA

S

TT

S
S

X

vS

Sex

E
R
R
E
R
E
R
E
E
R
R
R
E
E
R
R

TABkE II.—PERIOD OF GESTATION FOR TUNIS-NATIVE EWES BRED TO
SHROPSHIRE RAM, EDWARDS 880 (A. S. R. A. 229053)

Station
number
of dam

14-2
15-3
17-3
46-3
48-2

51-3
52-3

59-1

61-2
62-1
63-4
66-2
67-2
77-2

91-1

Period of
gestation

days

150
146
146
152
149

151
149

150

14b
144
150
149
149
147

150

Station
number of

progeny

361-1
362-1
318-1
109-3
106-3
107-3
327-1
110-2
111-2
81-3
84-3
54-5

107-2
306-2
302-1
232-2

5-5
8-3

90-4

Twins
or

single

S
S
S
S

T

vS

T

T

vS

T

Sex

E
E
E
R
R
E
E
R
E
E
R
E
R

S E
S ' E
S

T4.

«
95-3 ^

t

R
E
E
E
R

Station
number
of dam

93-1

154-1

155-1

175-1
184-1
192-1

201-1

Period of
gestation

days

149

148

150

151
151
151
148
153
147

207-1 150
209-1 147

224-1
226-1

228-1
Ave

148
151
148
148

1489

Station
number of
progeny

35S-1
359-1
79-4
80-3
Sl-3
S4-3

267-2
96-3
19-4
8-6

279-2
221-3

94-3
307-1
308-1
234-3
266-2
312-1
313-1
338-1

Twins
or

single

T

S
S
O

S
3
S
S

T

S
S

T

S

Sex

R
E
R
R
E
R
E
R
R
E
E
E
E
R
E
R
R
E
R
R
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TABLE in.—PERIOD OF GESTATION FOR NATIVE EWES BRED TO TUNIS
RAM, GAY IvAD (A. T. S. B. A. 647)

Station
number
of dam

3-1

7-1
9-1

16-1
100-1

101-1

102-1

103-1

Period of
gestation

days

154
151

150
153
152
153

151
152
148

151

105-1 147

116-1

117-1

118-1

120-1
121-1

122-1

151
152

150

152
154
149

151
150

153
154

Station
number of
progeny

156-4
204-2
205-2

12-3
218-2
258-2

36-4
37-4
44-4
60-4

325-1
326-1
244-1
245-1
266-1

1-4
70-4
72-4

247-2
248-2

Twins
or

single

S

S
s
s
T'

s
s

vS

vS

T

T

29-3 S
235-1 S
136-2
134-2 X

8-3 vS
50-3 r̂r\

49-5
11-2 S

335-1 vS

Sex

B
R
B
B
B
B
R
R
B
R
B
B
R
B
R
B
B
B
R
R
E
B
B
R
B
B
B
B
R

Station
number
of dam

123-1

124-1

127-1

128-1

129-1

141-1

114-1

145-1

186-1

251-1
Ave.

Period o
gestation

days

145

149

150

153
149

152

150

150

150

148

150

148

150
154

152

1508

Station
number of
progeny

185-3
186-2

6-4
25-2
27-3
38-5
31-2
22-4
25-3
23-3
24-1
41-4
45-5
26-4
32-3 '
21-4
23-3 |

242-1
243-1
239-1
240-2

19-4
20-4
31-3

134-2
135-2
190-3

Twins
OX

single

T

T

T

S

T

3«a

R
R
E
R
R
E
R
E
R

T E
T E

T *KT S
T E
1 R
T R
T R

T

T

S

S i

R
E
R
E
R
R
R
R



FIRST GENERATION TUNIS-NATIVE CROSSES

The crossing of Tunis rams on native ewes has resulted in a
type of sheep which in many respects shows marked improvement
over both the component breeds. As this experiment develops
along the lines laid down under the general plan of breeding, further
improvements are expected to become apparent, as has been indi-
cated by the first crop of second generation lambs yeaned late in
the spring of 1911, into which Shropshire blood has been introduced.

The first generation Tunis-Native lambs is vigorous, active,
and early maturing. Their vigor is indicated by the very low mor-
tality at yeaning time and by their general good health and ability
to withstand adverse conditions of climate and surroundings. Their
activity enables them to feed over considerable areas of scant pas-
ture and to protect themselves against the sheep botfly; and their
early maturing qualities have made them especially valuable foe
the production of early lambs.

The general conformation of the cross is on the order of the
Tunis, with improved quality of wool. The large tail of the Tunis
is greatly reduced in the first generation, and, by close docking,
the fat that otherwise would have formed in the heavy tail is placed
more advantageously on other portions of the carcass. Of nearly
two hundred Tunis-Native lambs, only two have been of the same
type as the dam. The first generation shows uniformity in conform-
ation, in characteristics of the fleece, and in weight.

WOOL PRODUCTION

COMPARISON WITH NATIVE

The fleece of the first generation Tunis-Native has a staple
longer than that of the native dam and somewhat shorter than that
of the Tunis ewe, but is still rather coarse and mixed with a few
long hairs. It is, however, an improvement over that of both
Tunis and Native as regards quantity, and over the Tunis as re-
gards quality. While the yolkiness of the fleece is greater than was
expected, this may be attributed to abundance of feed and to the
peculiar climatic conditions of the warm irrigated valleys.

The following table compares the weights of fleece of Tunis-
Native with those of the Native at the age of one year. The in-
dividuals compared were dropped by ewes of the Salt River Valley
type and were taken in chronological order. They were also held
under identical conditions and on the same pastures.
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TABLE IV.—COMPARISON OF WOOL PRODUCTION BY TUNIS-NATIVE AND
NATIVE LAMBS (SALT RIVER VALLEY TYPE)

Station
number

2-1

42-1
59-1
62-1
93-1

Breed

Tunis-
Native

"

Sex
-

Bwe
"
"

n it

« "

50-1 1 " Ram
Average.

Weight
of fleece

lb
12.0
12.0
8.5

12.5
8.0 1

10.0
1 o 5

Station
number

3 1
1-1

25-1
31-1
35-1
64-1

Breed

Native
(t

«
<t
(i
(<

A\ eras^t

Weight
of fleece

Ewe

Ram

lb.
5.5

10.0
90

125
12 0

9 5S

COMPARISON WITH SHROPSHIRE-NATIVE

In addition to the above comparison of wool production by the
first generation Tunis-Native cross, with that of the original wool
type Native, it is also necessary to make a similar comparison
between the Tunis-Native and a Native cross with some suitable
mutton type. For this purpose the Shropshire-Native was used,
with the results shown in the following table :

TABLE v.-—COMPARISON OF WOOL PRODUCTION BY TUNIS-NATIVE
(FARR AND EDIE TYPE) AND SHROPSHIRE-NATIVE

(CAMPBELL AND FRANCIS TYPE)

TUNIS-NATIVE) SHROPSHIRE-NATIVE

Station
n umber

1-3
6-4

11-2
20-4
21-4
23-3
24-1
29-3
44-4

112-3
205-2
211-2
218-2
258-2

Date
of

birth

1- 7-10
1- 7-10
1-10-10
1-10-11
1-16-10
1-17-10
1-17-10
1-17-10
1-21-10
3-26-10
3-20-10
3-22-10
3-23-10
4- 1-10
Average

Date
shorn

1-5-11
1-3-11
1-3-11
1-3-11
1-4-11
1-4-11
1-2-11
1-3-11
1-3-11
1-3-11
1-5-11
1-5-11
1-4-11
1-2-11

Days
growth

363
361
358
358
353
350
351
351
347
285
291
288
286
277

. . '

Pounds
of

wool

5 00
550
500
500
500
5 50
500
6 00
600
4.00
4.50
3.25
3.50
350
477

Station
number

1 13-2
130-3
1 33-2
U(i-2
147-3
178 3
202-3
212-2
214-2
217-2
119-2
222-2
227-2
236-2

4

Date
of

birth

3- 7-10
4-17-10
4-26-10
3-11-10
3-11-10
3-16-10
3-19-10
3-22-10
3-23-10
3-23-10
3-25-10
3-27-10
3-30-10
3-25-10

Lverage. .

Date
shot n

1-2-11
1-5-11
1-5-11
1-2-11
1-4-11
1-3-41
1-2-11
1-5-11
1-5-11
1-4-11
1-2-11
1-3-11
1-2-11
1-5-11

Days
growth

301
261
252
297
299
293
298
289
288
287
283
282
278
286

Pound fa-
of

wool

4.50
3.50
2 50
3 00
3 25
5.00
8.50
5.00
4.00
4,50
3,50
3.75
3,00
4,00
3,07

Total age in days, 4619.
Total weight of wool, 66,75 lb.
Average wool produced a day,.01445 lb.

Total age in days, 3994.
Total weight of wool, 53 lb.
Average wool produced a day, .0132 lb.
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The Tunis-Native lambs used in this comparison averaged
45 days older, and probably produced wool at a somewhat faster
rate during these last forty-five days than at earlier periods. After
reasonable allowance is made for this, the Tunis-Native seems to
produce as much or possibly more wool than the Shropshire-Native
cross. A very important modification, however, must be made in
the interpretation of these results in favor of the Tunis-Native,
because in that case ewes of the Farr and Edie type were used ex-
clusively, whereas in the Shropshire-Native cross, the ewes were
of the Campbell and Francis type. By referring to the descrip-
tion of these types, it will be noted that the Campbell and Francis
dams in the Station flock sheared an average of 5.2 pounds more
wool than those of the Farr and Edie type. When this fact is taken
into consideration, the decided advantage of the Tunis-Native
over the Shropshire-Native cross as regards wool production be-
comes more apparent. The quality of the Shropshire-Native
wool, however, was much better than that of the Tunis-Native,
but it must be remembered that the wool of the Campbell and
Francis dams was far superior to that of the Farr and Edie,

The merchantable quality of Tunis-Native wool is shown by
the following statement of sale by Salter Bros, and Co. of Boston.
About forty percent of this shipment was of the first generation
Tunis-Native cross.

Dr. Cr.

Gross weight, Phoenix, 1798 Ib.
Shrinkage 28 "

Net weight . . . 1770 Ib 8(« .20 - . $354 00
Ten sacks at 8 cts .80

Discount, l f/o 10 days cash $ 3.55
Freight .. 38.74
Broker's bills . . . .' 8.82

Net receipts 303.6$

S354.80 $354.80
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MUTTON PRODUCTION

COMPARISON WITH NATIVE

The first generation Tunis-Native has shown much improve-
ment over the Native in mutton qualities. The lambs have been
uniform in conformation and size. In the following table a com-
parison is drawn between seven Tunis-Native lambs and a like
number of Natives taken consecutively. Weights at birth, six
months, and one year are given.

TABI/E VI. — COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS AT BIRTH, SIX MONTHS, AND
Y#AR, OF TUNIS-NATIVE AND NATIVE I/AMBS

Station
number

2-1
42-1
50-1
59-1
91-1
93-1
62-1

Avera

3-1
25-1
32-1
82-1
84-1
27-1
30-1

Avera

Breed

Tunis-
Native

«
«
tt
«
«
f<

gfe

Native
(t

(t

«
^
tt

"

ge

Sex

Ewe
"

Ram
Ewe

**
"
tt

«
<t
"
«
"
«

Ram

Weight at
birth

lb.
8,5
8.0
8.0
6.5
7.5

10.0
9.0

8.21

8.0
7.5
5.0
9.0
6.5.
7.0
5.5

6.93

Weight at
six months

lb.
55.0
52.5
90.0
67.5
62.0
69.0
72.0

67.85

72,0
80.0
60.0
60.0
48.0
51.0
825

64,78

Weight at
one year

lb.
103.0
101.0
120.0
100.0
95.0

110.0
1 10.0

105 57

93.0
108.0
94.0
79.0
73,0
71,5

114.0

90.35

COMPARISON WITH SHROPSHIRE-NATIVE

A similar comparison between the Tunis-Native and a mutton
breed cross in which Shropshire was used, is made in the following
table, which also gives a complete digest of all Tunis and Shropshire
crosses with the four foundation types of native ewes.
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TABLE VIE.—AVERAGE WEIGHT OF FIRST GENERATION TUNES-NATIVE
AND SHROPSHIRE-NATIVE LAMBS AT BIRTH, SIX

MONTHS, AND ONE YEAR

Wt. of ewes at
birth

birth
Wt. of ewes at

six months. . . ,
Wt. of wethers at

six months
Wt. of rams at

six months. . . .
Wt. of ewes at

one year
Wt. of wethers at

one year
Wt. of rams at

one year
Average weight at

birth
Average weight at

six months
Average weight at

one year

Campbell and
Francis ewes

Tunis

lb.

7.44

9.10

69.75

77.00

84.00

8.27

73.37

84.00

Shrop-
shire

lb.

7.21

7.80

61.46

74.20

7.50

61.46

74.20

Farr and
Edie ewes

Tunis

lb.

7.58

7 86

68.41

71.16

72.22

81-68

84.33

93.62

7.72

70.88

86.54

Shrop-
shire

Salt River
Valley ewes

Tunis

lb. lb.

8.50 9.91

8.83

61.33

6833

88.00

8.66

69.83

88.00

8.39

65.09

64.71

74.75

88.40

83.66

92.89

9.15

64.90

89.98

Shrop-
shire

*lb.

Navajo
ewes

Tunis

ib.

8.37

9.03

66.00

67.33

76.00

76.00

85.50

81.00

8.70

69.77

80.66

Shrop-
shire

lb.

SLAUGHTER TESTS WITH TUNIS-NATIVE WETHERS

At various times first generation Tunis-Native sheep have been
dressed at the Station Farm and records kept of live and dressed
weights. These wethers were all killed in pasture condition with-
out the usual shrinkage due to marketing. Thus they show some-
what lower percentages of dressed weight than would have been
shown under usual conditions. They were, moreover, below the
general average of the flock as regards size and conformation, all
the better individuals having been retained for breeding purposes.
The details of these slaughter tests are given in the following table:
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VIII.—REJSUVTS OF SLAUGHTER TESTS WITH FIRST GENERATION
TUNIS-NATIVE WETHERS

Station
number

31-2
243-1

4-2
165-1
350-1

6-2
17-2
19-2
20-2

' 21-2
27-3
33-2
36-2
46-2
48-2
64-2
66-2
72-2
87-2

156-1
158-1
160-1
161-1
164-1
172-1
177-1

Avera

Age

4 mo.
3^ mo.
1 yr.

42 da.
40 da.

6 mo.
9 mo.
9 mo.
9 mo.
1 yr.

38 da.
1 yr.

11 mo.
6 mo.

11 mo.
9 mo.

13 mo.
16 mo.

, 18 mo.
18 mo.
18 mo.
18 mo.
18 mo.
18 mo.
18 mo.
18 mo.

ge , .

Live
weight

lb.
65
56
80
37
36
65
80
85
69
90
36
80
70
60
80
70
69
98

131
118
87
89

110
98
99
85

Dressed
weight

lb. ,
33 H
29 H
45
18 14
19 M
35
42
40
34
48
19 M'
41
38

" 29
45
36 Yi
32 H
50
69
60
45
46
59
51
52
43

Percent dressed
weight

51.11
52.67
56.25
50.00
54.16
53.84
'52.50
47.06
49.27
53.33
54.16
50.12
54.28
48.33
56.25
52.14
47.10
50.63
45,03
50.85
51.73
50.57
53.63-
53.06
52.53
50.58

51.60

Several lots of Tunis-Native wethers have been sold to local
butchers and have occasioned much favorable comment,

TUNIS-NATIVE RAMS ON THE RANGE

In May, 1910, twenty-five yearling Tunis-Native rams were
sent to the range of C. C. Hutchinson near Seligman, Arizona. Dur-
ing the first two weeks of June, twenty-five Oxford-Native rams
had been with a flock of 1500 ewes that carried considerable Lincoln
blood, but these rams were not giving good service. The band of
Tunis-Native rams, which had been bred at the Station Farm,
were then turned with the flock in addition to the Oxford-Natives
which were also allowed to remain. In January, when the lambs
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from this band were marked, there were found 1200 Tunis quarter-
bloods and only 300 Oxford quarter-bloods. The Tunis lambs
were easily selected as the Tunis characters were nearly as marked
in the quarter-bloods as in the half-bloods. In March, the writer
saw the band, and, while the Oxfords were somewhat larger, the
Tunis lambs were as large as could be expected, since the Oxford-
Native sires weighed fully twenty-five to forty pounds more than
the Tunis-Native sires. At that time the quarter-blood Oxford
Iambs appeared to weigh from fifty to fifty-five pounds and the Tunis
quarter-bloods forty to forty-five pounds.

The lambs of this band were sold June 26, 1911, to the Cudahy
Packing Co., Kansas City. There were 7000 head on the market
that day with a strong tendency to lower prices, but the shipment
brought $6.50 per hundred straight, with only twenty-five culls
(1.6 percent). The Oxfords averaged seventy-four pounds and
jbe Tunis sixty-seven pounds.

This was second to the highest price paid on the Kansas
City market that day, one lot of choice Colorado alfalfa fed lambs
having brought $6.60. Choice sorted native lambs were selling at
$6.15 to $6.40 with twenty-five to fifty percent of culls.

Several days after this lot had been sold, a letter from the writer
to the Cudahy Packing Co., inquiring as to the general satisfaction
given by the Tunis grades compared with the Oxfords, received
the following answer from S. J. Wilkerson, their sheep buyer.

THE CUDAHY PACKING COMPANY
Stock Yards Station,

Kansas City, Kansas, July 12, 1911.
Mr. F. W. Wilson,

Phoenix, Arizona.
Dear Sir:

We are in receipt of a letter from you regarding several
cars of lambs purchased through Clay Robinson and Company of
C. C. Hutchinson.

The only information I can give you regarding them is
that they all dressed well and made a good yield,—in fact, about
as good as "good average" lambs of any breeding and could not
be much improved on.

We would be unable to give you a better idea, as the entire
bunch was killed as bought.

Respectfully yours,
S. J. WILKERSON,

Sheep Buyer.

A small band of (y f- f -) and ( 2-1 f-) rams have been bred and
will be ptrt in service on the range for the breeding season of 1912.
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It is hoped to secure the same high percentage of lambs, but with
dark faces and somewhat improved mutton conformation.

SUMMARY

The object of this work has been the improvement of Arizona
native sheep for range and for valley conditions. Tmpro\ement
has been effected in both wool production and mutton conformation.
The breeding qualities and constitution have been improved, the
production of early lambs assured, and the excellent herding quali-
ties of the native types have not been lessened.

Accurate records of the period of gestation for a large number
of ewes bred to pure-blood Tunis and Shropshire rams show great
individual variation but no marked breed influence on the period.
The average time for native ewes mated with a pure-blood Tunis
ram was found to be 150.8 days, with a pure-blood Shropshire 149.f>
days. The first generation Tunis-Native ewes with the same pustu-
blood Shropshire gave a period of 148.9 days.

The Tunis-Native cross produced a greater quantity of wool than
either the Shropshire-Native cross, or the Tunis sire or the Native
dam. The quality was better than that of the Tunis, but somewhat
inferior to that of the Native or the Shropshire-Native cross.

The Tunis-Native lambs matured earlier than either the Native
or the Shropshire-Native. They dressed to advantage and yielded
mutton of excellent quality.

The first generation Tunis-Native rams were alert and active
on the range, and begat a very much greater yield of lambs than
Oxford half-blood rams with the same flock. The lambs sold to
advantage in Kansas City and gave entire satisfaction,
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